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OUR STORY

AirTrack Factory is the world’s leading 
AirTrack manufacturer. With over 30 years 
of experience in producing inflatable 
sports equipment we are proud to deliver 
the highest quality AirTracks and bring safe 
and durable training equipment to gyms all 
around the world.

It’s our mission to develop equipment that 
ensures safety and fun, so that athletes can 
bring out the best in themselves.

Together with trainers and athletes we 
constantly innovate and develop new 
products. Through our global distribution 
network, we are able to maintain personal 
contact and a high level of service with our 
customers throughout the world.

As a result, AirTrack Factory has become 
the number one brand in over 50 
countries, and we are proud of that. 
Experience the joy and confidence when 
training on our products, and level up with 
AirTrack Factory!

Our products are sold exclusively in the UK 
though Gymaid. 

LEVEL UP

OUR STORY
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UK SUPPLIER
AirTrack Factory products are sold worldwide, but for the UK, Gymaid is the 
exclusive distributor. As well as supplying AirTrack Factory products, Gymaid is 
also the sole UK supplier for Eurotramp products and proud to sponsor British 
Gymnastics. 

Gymaid was founded in 1979 and is based in Gillingham, Kent. 
Many products are available on site to view before purchasing if required, to 
arrange this service please get in touch by emailing info@gymaid.com 
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“WE’VE NOW BEEN TRAINING ON IT FOR A FEW 
MONTHS AND I’M STILL AMAZED AT HOW MUCH 
FUN AND VARIATION THE AIRTRICK KEEPS ON 
OFFERING“ DAMIEN WALTERS
HOLLYWOOD STUNTMAN - YOUTUBER - FREERUNNER

“ My AirTrack P2 travels with 
me where ever I go ensuring 
the best training experience 

no matter where I am. “

Jack Payne
Professional tumbler, Cheerleader

Coach ACX Jags

“ Our top gymnasts can do 
their exercises more than 5 

times as often as on a regular 
training floor, while being less 

prone to injuries! “

Edwin Zegers
Top-Gymnastics trainer

GTV de Hazenkamp (Nijmegen, NL)

“ Both recreational and higher 
level cheerleaders practiced 
on them all weekend. People 

felt much safer on the 
AirTracks! “

Constantin Stalzer
Coach for FTG AllStars Bullets

PARTNERS INCLUDE

“THE AIRTRACK IS RAPIDLY BECOMING THE MOST 
POPULAR TUMBLING TRACK FOR CHEERLEADERS” 
ANGEL RICE
TUMBLER / CHEERLEADER - WORLD RECORD HOLDER - WORLD CHAMPION

“ The AirTrick is a definite 
favorite of both the 

professional trickers and the 
younger kids. “

Travis Wong
Martial Arts Hall of Fame - Tricker

Joining All Movement (CA, USA)

“ From the moment we started 
working together I noticed the 

AirTrack Factory team really 
listens to our feedback and 

respects their partners “

Robert James van Setten
Tricker - Stuntman

010 Trickz (Rotterdam, NL)

“ It is amazing to see how 
fast young kids develop their 
skills when they have proper 

training facilities!! “

Janne Järvenpää
Trampoline Park owner

RS Parks

CLIENTS INCLUDE

THE ATF BRAND
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Safe, fun, multi-functional, portable, durable. Incredible!

AirTracks are rapidly becoming standard equipment in gyms all across the world and 
that is not without reason. AirTracks are not only safe to jump and land on, they are 
also airtight, completely flat and even a 15 meter AirTrack fits in any average car when 
deflated!

Is an AirTrack comparable to a trampoline, bouncy castle, spring floor or landing mat?

AirTracks combine all the positive characteristics from the above. Due to the variations in 
thickness and pressures, AirTracks can be very bouncy and safe to land on or sturdy and 
fast like a springfloor.

They are airtight, completely silent, very small in storage and setup is extremely fast.

From gymnastics to parkour, from Kung-Fu class to physiotherapy; AirTracks are great 
equipment for a wide variety of sports.

W H Y  A I R T R A C K S ?

C H O O S I N G  T H I C K N E S S
What is the difference between the 10 cm high AirFloor, 20 cm AirTrack P2 and the 30 cm AirTrack P3?

Rule of thumb
·         The thicker the mat the more versatile the usage
·         The thicker the mat the more room to play with pressure

When using a thicker mat (20 or 30 cm) with a relatively low pressure
•      The easier your takeoff
•      The higher your jumps
•      The softer your landings
•      The lower the impact on your body

When using a thicker mat (20 or 30 cm) with a relatively high pressure
•      The higher the stability
•      The faster the rebound

When using a thinner mat (10 or 20 cm)
•      The higher the pressure required to prevent you from bottoming out
•      The higher the stability
•      The faster the rebound

You might prefer to increase your run up to the mat by adding a StartRamp for a smooth transition to the 
mat. You won’t need a StartRamp for a 10 cm high AirFloor, but it’s a great addition for the 30 cm high P3. 
The 20 cm high P2 might need a StartRamp for the younger ones, but adults could go without.

For clubs that have both recreational users and higher level users, the thicker mats are recommended. 
Thicker mats have more room to play around with pressure. Beginners can enjoy the slow and easy bounce 
and landings when using it at lower pressures, while pro athletes can enjoy a firm and more technical 
bounce when using it at higher pressures. Depending on the sports you practice, but also your age, skill and 
weight, you may prefer one mat over the other.

Not sure which thickness would suit your needs best? Give us a call and we would be happy to advice!

WHY AIRTRACKS?
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This high volume output blower is able to inflate a 15 x 2.8 m P3 AirTrack within 
4 minutes! It’s the combination of valves and nozzles that makes this the perfect 
blower to inflate our larger mats! (P2, P3, AirTrick)

HITACHI BLOWER

Specifications	 	 	 	 Value	

Air pressure capacity   0 - 90 mbar

Air volume flow capacity   0 - 3.8 m3 / min

Power input    550 W

Overall length    447 mm

Weight     2.2 kg

The OV10 blower is designed for high pressure inflation, which is required for 
AirFloors or when an AirTrack P2 is used by heavier users. This blower should not 
be used to fill large, voluminous objects which are longer than 6 meter and 20 cm 
or thicker. These AirTracks require the Hitachi Blower.

OV10 BLOWER

Specifications	 	 	 	 Value	

Air pressure capacity   0 - 250 mbar

Air volume flow capacity   0 - 1.7 m3 / min

Power input    1000 W

Overall length    150 mm

Weight     1.7 kg

This high quality foot pump is suitable for all small items. For example the Training 
Set or the AirBeam. Inflation time for most AirFloors is less than 1 minute! The 
pump comes with a built-in manometer.

FOOT PUMP

Specifications	 	 	 	 Value	

Air pressure capacity   300 mbar

Volume     6.5 L

Dimensions    32 x 23 x 7 cm

Weight     1.4 kg
Firm or soft, fast or slow bounce, it’s up to you!

One of the things that make AirTracks unique, is the fact that the pressure can be adapted to 
match your ideal training situation. 

Adding air with one of our light-weight blowers, or releasing air by shortly opening one of the 
valves, is a matter of seconds. Once you’ve found the ideal firmness for your AirTrack, simply 
close the valves and the AirTrack will maintain its pressure during your training!

Make sure the AirTrack’s pressure is to your liking before each training for optimal results and 
safety. Use our manometer to reproduce your ideal pressure.

P L A Y I N G  W I T H  P R E S S U R E

O U R  B L O W E R S

The ATF infinite blower is a high volume - continuous blower, ideal for locations 
where large objects need to stay inflated for longer periods of time.

ATF INFINITE BLOWER

Specifications	 	 	 	 Value	

Air pressure capacity   30 - 100 mbar

Air volume flow capacity   1.7 m3 / min

Dimensions    Ø30 x 47 cm

Weight     8.5 kg

PLAYING WITH PRESSURE



Gymnastics
The very first AirTracks were designed for gymnasts, by gymnasts. 
Nowadays, gyms are replacing conventional gymnastic equipment, 

like the vault box, foam mats and springboard by AirProducts,

AirProducts distinguish themselves because they are soft on 
the body, light weight and easy and small to store, while the old 

material is heavy, voluminous and tough on the body. 

Training is safer and more effective on AirTracks than on 
conventional equipment. Gymnasts of all skill levels will have a 

blast! 

Discover all products in this catalogue and find out what you can 
add to your gym.

MOST POPULAR

SEE PAGE 36

AIRTRACK P3

SEE PAGE 32

AIRFLOOR

*ALL OUR PRODUCTS ARE SUITABLE FOR GYMNASTICS! 

Our signature 2 meter wide AirTrack P3 is ideal for tumbling and practicing. With its 30 cm 
thickness there is lots of room to play around with pressure. From a slow and easy bounce 
for recreational users to a fast, more technical bounce for experienced gymnasts in just a 

matter of seconds!

The AirFloors are great for both clubs that lack a spring floor or clubs that would like a safe 
addition to their spring floors. AirFloors are available in sizes from 3 x 1 m up to an entire 

14 x 14 m competition floor.



Entertainment
AirTracks are perfect for all performances that include acrobatics! 

The bounciness of the AirTracks, together with the flat surface, soft 
landings, noiseless use and small storage, make them very popular 

for shows. Groups like Cirque du Soleil, Ringling Brothers and FlicFlac 
have used custom AirTracks with great succes!

AirTracks and AirTricks are customizable in shape and size. Connect 
multiple tracks for different set-ups and possibilities.

 
The background image shows a custom black AirTrack P3.
Design your own shape and size to fit your choreography.

Your audience will love it!
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SEE PAGE 36

SEE PAGE 38

AIRTRACK P3

AIRTRICK

ALL OUR PRODUCTS CAN BE CUSTOMIZED

MOST POPULAR

Breathtaking height and incredible tumbling are guaranteed when using the AirTrack P3 
in your show. World famous groups like Cirque du Soleil and The Ringling Brothers choose 

the AirTrack P3 for their shows.

With the same characteristics and bounce that the P3 offers, the AirTrick offers enough 
space for choreographies with multiple performers at the very same time. The AirTrick is 

unmatched in its rapid set-up and take down time.



SEE PAGE 40

SEE PAGE 44

This set of 4 mats provides you with unlimited training variations. Thanks to the compact 
sizes you can just pick your spot at home or in the garden and start training! Sturdy Velcro 

holds the mats in place to prevent movement during training.

The 40 cm wide safety zone including the heightened center line, allows gymnasts to 
practice beam exercises at home without risking injuries. You can even feel if you stick 

your landings!

TRAINING SET - HOME EDITION

AIRBEAM

Home Use
Kids love to train and practice at home, we’ve now made this even 
safer for them by producing a range of equipment for home use.  

Practice acrobatic skills and beam excersices in the comfort of your 
own home with the AirBeam, AirFloor or training set.

These products are made of the same high quality materials as the 
tracks that pro athletes use. 

Level up and have fun!
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MOST POPULAR



Freerunning & Parkour
World famous athletes such as pro freerunner ‘DK’ and professional 

stuntman Damien Walters vouch for the possibilities to go huge on the 
AirTrick.

The AirTrick is the first surface specially designed for tricking and 
freerunning. With its big and bouncy surface it is ideal for practising 

beginner and advanced moves. 

The AirBox and AirStep are ideal for parkour and freerunning. Separate 
parts can be used individually or stacked together to be used a vault 

box. The high bounce and soft characteristics lower your fear level and 
big tricks are guaranteed!

Everyone, young and old, beginner or pro will have a great and fun 
session! Levelling up your skills is a guarantee!

SEE PAGE 36

SEE PAGE 52

AIRTRICK

AIRBOX

The AirTrick is ideal for freerunners who like to practice their flips on a safe and bouncy 
surface. One of Damien Walters’ most popular videos features our AirTrick P3 8 x 6 m. 

Check it out his video ‘Damien Walters vs the AirTrick mat’. 

The patented AirBox can be mounted on top of our AirFloors, our AirTracks P2 ánd P3. 
While pieces can be used individually, the full set resembles a stable vault box with the soft 

and safe characteristics of our AirProducts.

MOST POPULAR

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XcwdfdOjixk
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Martial Arts & Tricking
Do you prefer a thin, stable and safe surface for martial arts or do 

you like to catch some big air? AirTrack Factory offers products every 
(extreme) martial artist will love! 

Our 10 cm thick AirFloor is ideal for practising stability, agility, strength, 
endurance and speed. Connect multiple AirFloors to create an entire 

light-weight and portable floor for trainings and demos. 
Like to go big? Try our famous 30 cm thick AirTrick! By adjusting the 

pressure you can find your ideal bounce. The AirTrick is famous for the 
incredible height it gives you. It is ideal for practising big moves and you 

will see yourself doubling up in no time! 

SEE PAGE 38

SEE PAGE 32

AIRTRICK

AIRFLOOR

The AirTrick is specially designed for tricking. Its high bounce makes it ideal to practice 
advanced tricks. By adding a foam top layer you get the characteristics you’re used to on a 

spring floor, but with even more height in your tricks!

Train your speed, agility, balance, endurance and power; our AirFloor is ideal for martial 
arts. Due to its portability and easy storage it’s a great solution for groups of any size.

MOST POPULAR



SEE PAGE 36

AIRTRACK P3

AIRFLOOR

SEE PAGE 32

Cheerleading
AirTracks are ideal for Cheerleading; soft on the body, bouncy like a 

spring floor and stable enough for pyramids!

Improve your tumbling skills on the AirTrack P2 or P3, or choose 
an AirFloor for all-round cheer exercises.  They are all very small in 
storage and extremely fast in setup, making them ideal for cheer 
clubs that want to level up but do not have space or budget for a 

permanent floor.

Add 35 mm carpet bonded foam to an AirFloor to create a portable 
spring floor alternative. Combine multiple AirFloors using our 

patented soft zip connection to create a complete competition floor.

A competition floor is set up within 45 minutes. Get in touch with us 
for more info!

AirFloors can easily be connected to form a full size competition floor. The best part is that 
the AirFloor fits in any car. Try doing that with a spring floor!

This 30 cm high AirTrack offers great stability for stunts while having enough room to play 
with pressure. Level up your skills on a safe and fun AirTrack. 

MOST POPULAR
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Trampoline Parks

SEE PAGE 36

SEE PAGE 38

AIRTRACK P3

AIRTRICK

The AirTrack P3 is very forgiving on the body and can be used in a lot of different set-ups. 
You could place it in front of a foam pit or combine it with an AirBox. 

Customize your AirTrick to your own requirements, or choose one of the standard sizes. 
Our team is always ready to help you find the right match for your park!

MOST POPULAR

Trampoline parks are popping up all over the world. For park 
owners it’s a challenge to find equipment that is innovative, fun, 

safe, durable, but also cost efficient. With hardly any maintenance 
costs, customized AirTricks are the new trend for trampoline parks!

 
AirTricks are not a substitute for trampolines, but they offer a broad 
range of new possibilities to your park. They are bouncy for jumping 
and soft for landing, but also stable enough for running and playing. 
You can add your own line markings to create a soccer-, volleyball- 

or basketball field.
 

The new ATF infinite blower will keep your equipment at the right 
pressure at all times.



Schools
Better motion and more fun! Research shows that gymnastics is 

the ideal sport to improve body coordination. Teachers struggle to 
teach these techniques due to the high fear barrier that comes with 

conventional sports equipment.

These conventional products are often made of hard materials such 
as wood and metal. Enhance physical education by enabling kids to 
train in a safe and fun environment. AirProducts help kids with it’s 

softer landings and higher bounce. This makes sports not only easy 
on the body but also a lot more fun!

SEE PAGE 36

SEE PAGE 50

AIRTRACK P3

AIRJUMPY

A guaranteed hit in your classes! Due to the easy bounce and soft landings, students will 
be more confident and level up their skills much faster.

The AirJumpy offers endless options for your classes. This set is our most versatile product 
for school sports. Change the set-up within seconds for a great variety in trainings!

MOST POPULAR



Senior Fitness
Movement can get tough for people of age. The fear of falling or 

being unable to stay mobile is a worrying thought for many. For these 
issues senior fitness on AirProducts can be an excellent solution.

Another great feature of exercising on air is that different variations 
in pressure are possible to require more, or less ankle stability. This 

makes AirProducts great and fun equipment for senior gym.

AIRFLOOR

SEE PAGE 32

Balance exercises on the AirFloor are more effective and very forgiving on the joints and 
body. The AirFloor is a very safe platform for falling, rolling and exercising. 

MOST POPULAR
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The 10 cm thick AirFloor is our thinnest track. Its portability and stability make the AirFloor 
great for gymnastics, cheerleading, martial arts, senior gym and schoolsports. Softer on the 
body than foam, bouncier than a spring floor and highly versatile, the AirFloor offers a unique 
training experience.

Connect multiple AirFloors to create one large surface, up to the size of a full competition floor. 
Our patented soft zip connection provides a seamless transition between the tracks.

Adding Carpet Bonded Foam on top of these tracks transforms them into a portable, easy to 
set-up floor resembling the spring floor!

G y m n a s t :  D e w i  v a n  R o o i j

A I R F L O O R

AirFloor - 8 x 2 m
75 x 50 x 30 cm
2 min
OV10 blower

Product displayed
Folded up size
Inflation time
Recommended blower

Fits in any car
Multi-functional
Quick & easy set-up
Run up without a StartRamp

Manometer AirBox AirIncline

Related products

AirRoll

Accessories                      

Additional OV10 Blower

Footpump 

Manometer (pressure gauge)

Price list

AirFloor

3 x 2 x 0.10 m

4 x 2 x 0.10 m

6 x 2 x 0.10 m

8 x 2 x 0.10 m

10 x 2 x 0.10 m

12 x 2 x 0.10 m

15 x 2 x 0.10 m

Price

£1,140

£1,386

£1,800

£2,400

£2,820

£3,240

£3,960

Price

£132

  £30 

£132

Included                     

Transport bag

OV10 Blower
All prices inc. VAT and transport to mainland UK. Please contact us for 

quotes outside of mainland UK or for custom sizes.

PRODUCTS
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The AirTrack P2 is our medium height mat. It’s easy on the body at low pressures, but comes 
close to a sprung floor at higher pressures. The mat is 2 meter wide and pairs well with similarly 
thick 20 cm landing mats, creating a level stepping surface off or around the AirTrack P2 mat.

Our P2 products have a height of 20 cm and therefore gives more bounce than the AirFloor, 
but less bounce than the P3 models. The P2 is therefore not only suitable for recreational 
groups, but also for higher level gymnasts.

The AirTrack P2 with carpet bonded foam on top is also very suitable as a landing mat 
surrounding trampolines. Although the rebound is somewhat higher than FIG norms, the 
impact force is substantially lower. Multiple gymnastic federations already use these AirTracks, 
instead of landing mats made of foam, for trampoline competitions,

In combination with add-ons such as the AirIncline or our renewed AirBox system, training 
possibilities will be endless!

C h e e r l e a d e r :  T o n y  C a s t r o

A I R T R A C K  P 2

AirTrack P2, 12 x 2 m
90 x 55 x 35 cm
1 min 18 sec
Hitachi blower

Product displayed
Folded up size
Inflation time
Recommended blower

Fits in any average car
Middle thickness track
Play with pressure
Suitable for recreational users as well as pros

AirBox

Related products

AirIncline AirRollFoldable StartRamp

AirTrack P2

6 x 2 x 0.20 m

8 x 2 x 0.20 m

10 x 2 x 0.20 m

12 x 2 x 0.20 m

15 x 2 x 0.20 m

Accessories                      

Additional Hitachi blower

OV10 blower (optional)

Manometer (pressure gauge)

Price

£156

£132

£132

Price list

Price

£2,100

£2,520

£3,000

£3,600

£4,200

All prices inc. VAT and transport to mainland UK. Please contact us for 

quotes outside of mainland UK or for custom sizes.

Included                     

Transport bag

Hitachi Blower

PRODUCTS
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Our signature AirTrack P3 is our most versitile track. Not only is it a great training tool for 
professional athletes, you will find everybody, young or old, having a blast on these AirTracks!

By experimenting with the air pressure, this 30 cm thick track can be softened for a slow and 
easy bounce, or firm for a fast and technical bounce. While the 2.0 meter wide AirTracks match 
the width of standard landing mats, the 2.8 meter wide version can be used as a 2-lane track, 
ideal for training sessions with large (school) groups.

When you’re done with your training, even our biggest standard AirTrack of 15 x 2.8 m can be 
rolled up and stored in less than no time at all! Ideal for transporting or storing! 

P h o t o  b y :  @ a l e x e m a n u e l k o c h

A I R T R A C K  P 3

AirTrack P3, 12 x 2.8 m
105 x 75 x 38 cm
2 min 50 sec
Hitachi blower

Product displayed
Folded up size
Inflation time
Recommended blower

Fits in any average car
Available in 2.0 m and 2.8 m width
Our most versatile track
Suitable for recreational users as well as pros

Related products

AirBox Foldable StartRamp AirIncline AirRoll

AirTrack P3

6 x 0.30 m

8 x 0.30 m

10 x 0.30 m

12 x 0.30 m

15 x 0.30 m

2 m wide

£2,280

£2,760

£3,600

£3,960

£4,680

2.8 m wide

£2,640

£3,360

£3,960

£4,560

£5,640

Accessories                      

Additional Hitachi blower

Manometer (pressure gauge)

Price

£156

£132

Included                     

Transport bag

Hitachi Blower 

Price list

All prices inc. VAT and transport to mainland UK. Please contact us for 

quotes outside of mainland UK or for custom sizes.

PRODUCTS
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If you’ve been looking for a way to boost your skills faster than ever, you’ve found it! The AirTrick 
is the first floor that is specially designed for tricking and freerunning. The thick and wide surface 
generates a bounce like no other floor and is ideal for practicing both beginner and advanced 
moves. 

The AirTrick is perfect for large groups and free movement. Everybody, young or old, recreational 
or professionals will have a blast on the AirTrick! World famous athletes such as pro freerunner 
‘DK’ and professional stuntman Damien Walters vouch for the possibilities to go huge on the 
AirTrick.

A I R T R I C K

AirTrick 6 x 8 x 0.30 m
110 x 80 x 50 cm
4 min 50 sec
Hitachi blower

Product displayed
Folded up size
Inflation time
Recommended blower

Fits in an average size car
Ideal for tricking, shows & trampoline parks
Customizable shape 
On request: available in black

Related products

AirBox Foldable StartRamp

Accessories                      

Additional Hitachi blower

Manometer (pressure gauge)

Price

£156

£132

Price list

AirTrick (20 or 30 cm thick)

4 x 4 m

6 x 4 m

8 x 4 m

6 x 6 m

8 x 6 m

Price

£2,880

£3,960

£4,800

£5,040

£6,600

Included                     

Transport bag

Hitachi Blower

All prices inc. VAT and transport to mainland UK. Please contact us for 

quotes outside of mainland UK or for custom sizes.

PRODUCTS
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G y m n a s t :  D e w i  v a n  R o o i j

A I R B E A M

Gain confidence on the beam without risking major injuries!

Lower your fear barrier and the chance of injuries while practising beam exercises at home, in 
your garden or gym! Thanks to the 10 cm wide and 2.5 mm thick center line, gymnasts feel the 
edge of the beam, enabling them to focus on their landings. 

The total width of the AirBeam is 40 cm, which is wide enough to land next to the beam without 
spraining an ankle. The AirBeam comes in lengths of 3 m and 5 m and is available in pink and 
blue.

AirBeam 3 m
15 x 20 x 60 cm
10 cm wide, 2.5 mm thick
5.8 kg (3 m)  /  8.9 kg (5 m)
Foot pump

Product displayed
Folded up size
Center line
Weight
Recommended blower

Feel the center line
Low risk of injuries
Train anywhere, even in your home
Available in pink and blue

Related products

Price list

Accessories                      

Additional Foot pump

OV10 blower (optional)

Carrying bag M

Price

£36

£132

£42

AirBeam                      

300 x 40 x 10 cm

500 x 40 x 10 cm

Price

£348

£438

Included                     

Foot Pump

All prices inc. VAT and transport to mainland UK. Please contact us for 

quotes outside of mainland UK or for custom sizes.

PRODUCTS
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This set of 4 tracks and an AirRoll provides you with unlimited training variations. Thanks to the 
compact sizes you can just pick your spot in the gym and start training! Sturdy Velcro holds the 
mats in place to prevent movement during training.

The set works perfectly for all floor exercises and all tumbling passes. Stack the AirBoards and
AirBlock using the Velcro connectors and create endless training variations. Use the AirBoard 
as a spring board and the AirRoll for balance exercises or learning flips.

These soft, bouncy and close to the ground tracks make gym exercises fun and safe for kids. 
Exercises become more effective due to the individual pressure adjustments.

Soft impact on the body, higher jumps and more fun!

A I R T R A C K  T R A I N I N G  S E T

AirTrack Training Set
120 x 40 x 40 cm
1 min 20 sec
Foot pump / OV10 blower

Product displayed
Folded up size
Inflation time
Recommended blower

Available in blue or pink
Highest quality materials
Endless training possibilities
Light, portable and easy to set up

Related products

Item

AirTrack Training Set

Price

£1344

Accessories                      

OV10 Blower instead of foot pump

OV10 Blower in addition to foot pump

Manometer (pressure gauge)

Price

£96

£132

£132

Price list

Included in this set

1 pc      AirFloor        3 x 1 x 0.1 m

2 pcs    AirBoard        0.6 x 1 x 0.1 m

1 pc      AirBlock        0.6 x 1 x 0.2 m

1 pc      AirRoll           Ø 0.6 x 1.2 m

1 pc     Foot Pump

1 pc      Transport bag S

Element price

see page 46-47

All prices inc. VAT and transport to mainland UK. Please contact us for 

quotes outside of mainland UK or for custom sizes.

PRODUCTS
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Those who would like to level up at home will love the AirTrack Training Set - Home Edition. 
This set contains a combination of 4 multi-functional AirProducts which can be used in endless 
ways. Each set comes with Velcro straps and connection sheets.

The Home Edition is made out of the same high quality materials that we use in our bigger 
AirTracks, insuring a durable and safe way to train at home. Trust us, your coach will notice!

Tip: Take the set outside and create a private gym in your own garden! 

Check our Instagram and Facebook pages for training inspiration!

T R A I N I N G  S E T  -  H O M E  E D I T I O N

Training Set - Home Edition
120 x 40 x 40 cm
1 min
Foot pump or OV10 blower

Product displayed
Folded up size
Inflation time
Recommended blower

Available in blue or pink
Highest quality materials
Suitable for inside ánd outside
Endless training possibilities

Related products

Accessories                      

OV10 Blower instead of foot pump

OV10 Blower in addition to foot pump

Manometer (pressure gauge) 

Price

£96

£132

£132

Price list

Item

AirTrack Training Set - Home Edition

Price

£1,188

Included in this set

1 pc      AirFloor        3 x 1 x 0.1 m

2 pcs    AirBoard        0.6 x 1 x 0.1 m

1 pc      AirBlock        0.6 x 1 x 0.2 m

1 pc      Foot pump

1 pc      Transport bag S 

Element price

see page 46-47

All prices inc. VAT and transport to mainland UK. Please contact us for 

quotes outside of mainland UK or for custom sizes.

PRODUCTS

https://www.instagram.com/airtrack_factory/
https://www.facebook.com/AirtrackFactory
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A I R F L O O R  -  A I R B O A R D  -  A I R B L O C K

These elements of the AirTrack Training Set can be used as stand alone training equipment.

AIRFLOOR  (3 x 1 x 0.1 m)
This AirFloor works perfectly for all floor exercises and all tumbling passes. From gymnastics to 
parkour, from kung-fu class to physiotherapy; the AirFloor is a great basis for a wide variety of 
sports and training methods.

AIRBOARD  (0.6 x 1 x 0.1 m)
The AirBoard can be used as a springboard and is light-weight, easy to set-up and reposition. 
Create various training set-ups in and around the house. 

AIRBLOCK  (0.6 x 1 x 0.2 m)
This light-weight AirBlock is even bouncier than the AirBoard and softer on the body. More Fun, 
Less Injuries!

AirFloor (3 x 1 x 0.1 m)
39 x 118 x 20 cm
10.0 kg
OV10 blower or foot pump
Carrying bag M
Blue and pink

Product displayed
Folded up size
Weight
Recommended blower
Recommended bag
Available colors

AirBoard (0.6 x 1 x 0.1 m)
38 x 59 x 10 cm
2.0 kg
Foot pump or OV10 blower
Carrying bag S
Blue and pink

Product displayed
Folded up size
Weight
Recommended blower
Recommended bag
Available colors

AirBlock (0.6 x 1 x 0.2 m)
38 x 59 x 10 cm
2.0 kg
Foot pump or OV10 blower
Carrying bag S
Blue and pink

Product displayed
Folded up size
Weight
Recommended blower
Recommended bag
Available colors

Related products

Price list

Accessories                      

Additional Foot pump

OV10 blower

Carrying bag S (for AirBoards, AirBlocks & Blowers)

Carrying bag M (for AirBeams, AirFloors, & AirRolls)

Price

  £36  

£132

  £24

  £42

Item

AirFloor  - 3 x 1 x 0.1 m

AirBoard - 0.6 x 1 x 0.1 m

AirBlock - 0.6 x 1 x 0.2 m

Price

£510

£252

£270

All prices inc. VAT and transport to mainland UK. Please contact us for 

quotes outside of mainland UK or for custom sizes.
Included                     

Foot Pump

PRODUCTS
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A I R R O L L

The AirRoll is developed to help gymnasts learn front- and backflips. More advanced gymnasts 
train their rebound and balance on the AirRolls. Besides these training options for gymnasts, 
they also offer a lot of play options for little kids. The three available sizes are suitable for small, 
medium and tall gymnasts.

Our AirRoll Stabilizer helps keep the AirRoll in place, allowing gymnasts to practice alone. This 
also greatly speeds up group exercises. Fits all AirRoll sizes!

All AirRolls
38 x 58 x 10 cm
2.2 kg /  3.2 kg / 3.8 kg
Foot pump or OV10 blower

Product displayed
Folded up size
Weight
Recommended blower

Strong material
Very versatile training tool
Train anywhere, even in your home
Available in three sizes!

Related products

Accessories                      

Additional Foot pump

OV10 blower

AirRoll Stabilizer

Carrying bag M

Price

  £36

£132

£132

  £42

Item

AirRoll Blue - Ø 0.6 x 1.2 m

AirRoll Pink - Ø 0.6 x 1.2 m

AirRoll Yellow - Ø 0.75 x 1.2 m

AirRoll Red - Ø 0.9 x 1.2 m

Price

£264

£264

£288

£300

Price list

All prices inc. VAT and transport to mainland UK. Please contact us for 

quotes outside of mainland UK or for custom sizes. Included                     

Foot Pump

PRODUCTS
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A I R J U M P Y

The AirJumpy is our most multi-purpose training equipment. It’s a complete training station 
ideal for gyms and schools. With strong Velcro strips, all individual parts can be positioned and 
connected to create a soft vault box, stairs, incline, jumping pad and more! Ideal for a large 
variety of exercises.

Thanks to the soft and bouncy surface, children will be able to learn new skills more easily. At 
the same time, teachers and trainers are better off setting up this light weight AirJumpy set 
instead of setting up conventional equipment.

The complete AirJumpy set comes in three transport bags which fit in any average size car. It’s 
easy to take along and easy to set up within five minutes.

AirJumpy Set
3 x Transport bag S
4 min, 30 sec
OV10 blower

Product displayed
Folded up size
Inflation time
Recommended blower

Multifunctional
Lowers the fear barrier
Complete set fits in any storage or car
Light weight and fast set-up

Related products

Foldable StartRamp

Accessories                      

AirTrack P2 upgrade to 6 m long

AirIncline upgrade to 60 cm high

Additional OV10 Blower

Hitachi Blower

Manometer (pressure gauge)

Trolley

Price

£636

£50.40

£132

£156

£132

£336

Item                      

AirJumpy set (5 pcs)

Set price

£3,840

Price list

Included                     

Transport bag

OV10 Blower

Included in this set

1 pc     AirTrack P2    4 x 2 x 0.20 m

2 pcs   AirBlock P2    1 x 2 x 0.20 m

1 pc    AirBlock P3     1 x 2 x 0.30 m

1 pc    AirIncline        2 x 2 x 0.4-0.1 m

Element price

£1,440

   £660 - per piece

   £672

£1,032
All prices inc. VAT and transport to mainland UK. Please contact us for 

quotes outside of mainland UK or for custom sizes.

PRODUCTS
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A I R B O X  -  A I R S T E P

These patented portable sets are combinations of 3 small AirTrack P3 (0.3 m high) elements 
that can be used as standalone equipment or on top of an AirTrack. Stack 1, 2 or all 3 elements 
on top of an AirTrack for methodical training exercises, or use the complete set as a child 
friendly vault box!

Using the new mounting kit, the AirBox (elements) can be firmly anchored to an AirTrack, 
AirFloor or any other object. 

An AirBox is a great alternative for a regular vault box or pegasus, while the AirSteps allow more 
creative set-ups for Freerunning and Parkour! Using the AirBox, children will learn their skills 
faster, safer and with more fun!

The 3 x 2 m AirBox XL can be used as a height-adjustable platform behind the pegasus, 
allowing gymnasts to practice advanced skills without risking a hazardous landing. At only 25% 
of the weight of standard landing mats and greatly reduced handling time, it’s not just a great 
alternative, it makes life easier for everyone.

AirBox Set - 2.0 m wide
75 x 50 x 30 cm
3 x 9.5 kg
45 sec
OV10

Product displayed
Folded up size
Weight
Inflation time
Recommended blower

Easy on the body
For any skill level
Light weight 
Fast set-up

Related products

Accessories                      

Additional OV10 Blower

Hitachi Blower (optional)

Manometer (pressure gauge)

Price

£132

£156

£132

Item                      

AirBox Set (3 pcs) - 1.4 m

AirBox XL Set (3 pcs) - 3 m

AirSteps Set (3 pcs) - 1.4 m

Separate elements

1 pc AirBox part         1.4 m

1 pc AirBox XL part    3 m

1 pc AirSteps part

AirBox mounting kit

2.8 m wide

£2,460

£2,400

2.8 m wide

£1,044

-

  £900

  £210

2.0 m wide

£1,890

£4,080

£1,920

2.0 m wide

   £828

£1,680

   £700

   £200 

Price list

Included                     

Transport bag

OV10 Blower

All prices inc. VAT and transport to mainland UK. Please contact us for 

quotes outside of mainland UK or for custom sizes.

PRODUCTS
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A I R I N C L I N E  S E T

The AirIncline is also known as ‘the Accelerator’. In just two steps, enough speed is generated to 
practice aerial moves. By using the AirIncline substantially less energy is required than a regular run-
up. Besides a reduction in used energy, the lowered body impact allows you to practice your reps at 
least five times more often and faster than you’re used to!

This set contains 3 items: the AirIncline 5 x 2 m, an AirFloor and an AirTrack P3 take-off pad. The 3 
individual parts can be used as stand-alone training equipment as well. 

Including an AirIncline in your trainings will greatly reduce the impact on your body, increase your 
reps and level up your skills.

AirIncline Set
3 x Transport bag S
4 min, 40 sec
Hitachi and OV10 blower

Product displayed
Folded up size
Inflation time
Recommended blower

Fast acceleration 
Less energy is required
More airtime
More repititions 

Related products

Price list

Accessories                      

Additional OV10 Blower 

Additional Hitachi Blower

Manometer (pressure gauge)

Trolley

Price

£132

£156

£132

£336

Item

AirIncline Set (3 pcs)

Price

£4,662

Included                     

Transport bag

OV10 Blower

Hitachi Blower

Included in this set

1 pc   AirIncline       5 x 2 x 1.10-0.20 m

1 pc   AirFloor          5.1 x 2 x 0.10 m

1 pc   AirTrack P3   1 x 2 x 0.30 m

Element price

£2,800

£1,800

   £780

All prices inc. VAT and transport to mainland UK. Please contact us for 

quotes outside of mainland UK or for custom sizes.

PRODUCTS
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C U S T O M I S A T I O N S  /  S P A R E  P A R T S

Itemcode

911.P1.NOFOAM

911.P1

911.P2

911.P3

Price (per m)

£30

£54

£100

£100

Itemcode

914.P2 (20 cm)

914.P3 (30 cm)

Price

£576

£600

Itemcode

909

Price

£132

Itemcode

926.1

926.2

Price

£336

£336

Itemcode

903

Itemcode

906

Price

£36

Price

£1000

Itemcode

901

Price

£156

Itemcode

902

Price

£132

Item

Banner / logo on object (max. 80 cm wide)

2 Banners / logos on object (max. 80 cm wide)

Back-to-back Velcro strip (35 cm)

AirBox mounting kit 2 m wide (for AirFloor)

AirBox Mounting kit 2 m wide (for P2 / P3)

AirBox Mounting kit 2.8 m wide (for P2 / P3)

Transport bag S

Transport bag M

Transport bag L

Transport bag XL

Transport bag XXL

Carrying bag S (for: AirBoard, AirBlock, blowers)

Carrying bag M (for: AirFloor 3x1 m, AirRolls)

Blower tube grey (Hitachi)

Blower tube black (Hitachi)

Blower tube yellow (OV10)

Blower adapter grey

Grey valve with cap and key for changing valve

Black valve cap

Rubber gasket for black valve

Seam Grip (repair kit for air leaks in seams)

Tear Aid (repair kit for holes <1 cm)

Itemcode

211.1

211.2

919

151.020.KIT.P1

151.020.KIT.P2-3

151.028.KIT.P2-3

921.S

921.M

921.L

921.XL

921.XXL

922.S

922.M

951

952

953

959

961 & 965

962

969

981

982

Price

£108

£156

    £8

£200

£200

£210

  £78

  £90

£102

£114

£120

  £24

  £42

  £20

  £24

  £20

    £2

  £30

  £20

    £3

  £14

  £14

TROLLEY
Transport your AirTrack with ease. 
1  Trolley with foldable handle

2  AirTrack transport cart

OV10 BLOWER
For AirFloors and small objects, up to 250 mbar.

22 x 25 x 18 cm 1.7 kg

32 x 23 x 7 cm

Ø 30 x 47 cm

1.4 kg

8.5 kg

FOOT PUMP
For the AirBeam, AirTrack Training Set, small 
objects and AirRolls, up to 500 mbar.

ATF INFINIT BLOWER
For larger objects that need to stay inflated for 
longer periods of time.

34 x 22 x 19 cm 2.2 kg

HITACHI BLOWER
High volume output blower for large objects, up 
to 90 mbar.

17 x 10 x 6 cm 0.3 kg

MANOMETER
Pressure gauge that measures up to 250 mbar.
Fits all our inflatable objects.

100 x 70 x 40 cm

50 x 105 x 88 cm

24 kg

24 kg

1 2

100 x 20 x 20 cm 3 kg

TRACKCONNECT
Seamless connection between mats. 
Available for mats 10, 20 or 30 cm thick. 
10 cm (P1) version comes with or without foam.

20 cm: 80 x 100 x 24 cm
30 cm: 80 x 100 x 34 cm

8 kg
10 kg

FOLDABLE STARTRAMP (FOAM)
Provides a smooth transition to the mat.
2 x 0.8 m, available in 20 and 30 cm height.

A C C E S S O R I E S

ACCESSORIES
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P R O D U C T  O V E R V I E W
Item code Colour Price Price includes Packed volume Weight Recommended blower Recommended bag Inflation	time

AirFloors (10 cm high)

AirFloor - 3 x 2 m 101.03.020 Blue sides, light grey top & bottom £1,140 Transport bag S & OV10 75 x 50 x 15 cm 19.8 kg OV10 blower Transport bag S 32 sec

AirFloor - 4 x 2 m 101.04.020 Blue sides, light grey top & bottom £1,386 Transport bag S & OV10 75 x 50 x 20 cm 26.4 kg OV10 blower Transport bag S 45 sec

AirFloor - 6 x 2 m 101.06.020 Blue sides, light grey top & bottom £1,800 Transport bag S & OV10 75 x 50 x 25 cm 39.6 kg OV10 blower Transport bag S 1 min, 35 sec

AirFloor - 8 x 2 m 101.08.020 Blue sides, light grey top & bottom £2,400 Transport bag S & OV10 75 x 50 x 30 cm 52.8 kg OV10 blower Transport bag S 2 min

AirFloor - 10 x 2 m 101.10.020 Blue sides, light grey top & bottom £2,820 Transport bag M & OV10 95 x 60 x 35 cm 66.0 kg OV10 blower Transport bag M 2 min, 30 sec

AirFloor - 12 x 2 m 101.12.020 Blue sides, light grey top & bottom £3,240 Transport bag M & OV10 100 x 60 x 35 cm 79.2 kg OV10 blower Transport bag M 3 min, 30 sec

AirFloor - 15 x 2 m 101.15.020 Blue sides, light grey top & bottom £3,960 Transport bag L & OV10 100 x 75 x 35 cm 99.0 kg OV10 blower Transport bag L 4 min, 20 sec

AirTrack P2 (20 cm high)

AirTrack P2 - 6 x 2 m 102.06.020 Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £2,100 Transport bag S & Hitachi 50 x 35 x 32 cm 39.6 kg Hitachi blower / OV10 Transport bag S 39 sec / 2 min, 20 sec

AirTrack P2 - 8 x 2 m 102.08.020 Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £2,520 Transport bag S & Hitachi 78 x 58 x 32 cm 52.8 kg Hitachi blower / OV10 Transport bag S 52 sec / 3 min, 30 sec

AirTrack P2 - 10 x 2 m 102.10.020 Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £3,000 Transport bag M & Hitachi 85 x 55 x 35 cm 66.0 kg Hitachi blower / OV10 Transport bag M 1 min, 5 sec / 4 min, 45 sec

AirTrack P2 - 12 x 2 m 102.12.020 Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £3,600 Transport bag M & Hitachi 90 x 55 x 35 cm 79.2 kg Hitachi blower / OV10 Transport bag M 1 min, 18 sec / 5 min, 45 sec

AirTrack P2 - 15 x 2 m 102.15.020 Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £4,200 Transport bag L & Hitachi 100 x 50 x 35 cm 99.0 kg Hitachi blower / OV10 Transport bag L 1 min, 36 sec / 7 min, 10 sec

AirTrack P3 (30 cm high)

AirTrack P3 - 6 x 2 m 103.06.020 Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £2,280 Transport bag S & Hitachi 80 x 50 x 25 cm 39.6 kg Hitachi blower Transport bag S 1 min

AirTrack P3 - 8 x 2 m 103.08.020 Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £2,760 Transport bag M & Hitachi 80 x 55 x 35 cm 52.8 kg Hitachi blower Transport bag M 1 min, 25 sec

AirTrack P3 - 10 x 2 m 103.10.020 Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £3,600 Transport bag M & Hitachi 66.0 kg Hitachi blower Transport bag M 1 min, 48 sec

AirTrack P3 - 12 x 2 m 103.12.020 Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £3,960 Transport bag M & Hitachi 95 x 60 x 35 cm 79.2 kg Hitachi blower Transport bag M 2 min, 10 sec

AirTrack P3 - 15 x 2 m 103.15.020 Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £4,680 Transport bag L & Hitachi 100 x 65 x 35 cm 99.0 kg Hitachi blower Transport bag L 3 min, 10 sec

AirTrack P3 - 6 x 2.8 m 103.06.028 Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £2,640 Transport bag M & Hitachi 80 x 55 x 32 cm 55.44 kg Hitachi blower Transport bag M 1 min, 25 sec

AirTrack P3 - 8 x 2.8 m 103.08.028 Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £3,360 Transport bag M & Hitachi 73.9 kg Hitachi blower Transport bag M 2 min

AirTrack P3 - 10 x 2.8 m 103.10.028 Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £3,960 Transport bag L & Hitachi 105 x 65 x 32 cm 92.4 kg Hitachi blower Transport bag L 2 min, 20 sec

AirTrack P3 - 12 x 2.8 m 103.12.028 Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £4,560 Transport bag L & Hitachi 105 x 75 x 38 cm 110.9 kg Hitachi blower Transport bag L 2 min, 50 sec

AirTrack P3 - 15 x 2.8 m 103.15.028 Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £5,640 Transport bag L & Hitachi 110 x 70 x 38 cm 138.6 kg Hitachi blower Transport bag L 4 min, 25 sec

AirTrick (20 or 30 cm high)

AirTrick - 4 x 4 m 110.04.040 Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £2,880 Transport bag M & Hitachi 80 x 50 x 30 cm 52.8 kg Hitachi blower Transport bag M 1 min, 25 sec

AirTrick - 6 x 4 m 110.06.040 Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £3,960 Transport bag M & Hitachi 85 x 60 x 35 cm 79.2 kg Hitachi blower Transport bag M 2 min, 10 sec

AirTrick - 8 x 4 m 110.08.040 Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £4,800 Transport bag L & Hitachi 100 x 70 x 40 cm 105.6 kg Hitachi blower Transport bag L 3 min, 30 sec

AirTrick - 6 x 6 m 110.06.060 Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £5,040 Transport bag L & Hitachi 100 x 80 x 40 cm 118.8 kg Hitachi blower Transport bag L 3 min, 40 sec

AirTrick - 8 x 6 m 110.08.060 Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £6,600 Transport bag XL & Hitachi 110 x 80 x 50 cm 158.4 kg Hitachi blower Transport bag XL 4 min, 50 sec

Training products

AirBeam - 3 m 101.03.004 Blue or Pink £348 Foot Pump 19 x 27 x 58 cm 5.8 kg Foot pump Carrying bag M 45 sec

AirBeam - 5 m 101.05.004 Blue or Pink £438 Foot Pump 38 x 27 x 58 cm 8.9 kg Foot pump Carrying bag M 1 min, 15 sec

AirBoard 101.006.010.155 Blue or Pink £228 Foot Pump 60 x 40 x 10 cm 2.0 kg Foot pump Carrying bag S 20 sec

AirBlock 102.006.010.155 Blue or Pink £240 Foot Pump 60 x 40 x 10 cm 2.0 kg Foot pump Carrying bag S 30 sec

AirFloor - 3 x 1 m 101.03.010.155 Blue or Pink £500 Foot Pump 110 x 35 x 20 cm 10.0 kg Foot pump Carrying bag M 1 min, 35 sec

Training Set - Home Edition 155.HOME Blue or Pink £1,260 Transport Bag S & Foot pump 120 x 40 x 40 cm 17.2 kg Foot pump Transport bag S 2 min, 50 sec

Training Set 155.SET Blue or Pink £1,380 Transport Bag S & Foot pump 120 x 40 x 40 cm 19.5 kg Foot pump / OV10 blower Transport bag S 5 min / 1 min, 20 sec

AirRoll Small - Ø 60 cm 161.06.012 Blue or Pink £264 Foot Pump 50 x 30 x 10 cm 2.2 kg Foot pump / OV10 blower Carrying bag S 2 min, 5 sec / 25 sec

AirRoll Medium - Ø 75 cm 161.075.012 Yellow £288 Foot Pump 55 x 35 x 10 cm 3.2 kg Foot pump / OV10 blower Carrying bag S 3 min, 15 sec / 35 sec

AirRoll Large - Ø 90 cm 161.09.012 Red £300 Foot Pump 60 x 40 x 10 cm 3.8 kg Foot pump / OV10 blower Carrying bag S 4 min, 20 sec / 50 sec

Sets

AirJumpy Set 153.04.020.SET Mixed £3,840 3 x Transport bag S & OV10 80 x 70 x 40 cm 65.0 kg OV10 / Hitachi blower 3 x Transport bag S 4 min, 30 sec / 1 min, 50 sec

AirBox - 2.0 m wide 151.020.SET Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £1,890 Transport bag S & OV10 75 x 50 x 30 cm 27.7 kg OV10 / Hitachi blower Transport bag S 45 sec / 20 sec

AirBox - 2.8 m wide 151.028.SET Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £2,460 Transport bag S & OV10 80 x 60 x 35 cm 38.8 kg OV10 / Hitachi blower Transport bag M 1 min, 20 sec / 30 sec

AirSteps - 2.0 m wide 152.020.SET Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £1,920 Transport bag S & OV10 75 x 55 x 35 cm 19.8 kg OV10 / Hitachi blower Transport bag S 45 sec / 20 sec

AirSteps - 2.8 m wide 152.028.SET Light grey sides, blue top & bottom £2,400 Transport bag S & OV10 80 x 60 x 35 cm 27.7 kg OV10 / Hitachi blower Transport bag M 1 min, 20 sec / 30 sec

AirIncline Set 154.05.020 Mixed £4,662 Transport bag S, OV10 & Hitachi 110 x 75 x 50 cm 85.0 kg OV10 / Hitachi blower 3 x Transport bag S 4 min, 40 sec / 2 min, 20 sec

PRODUCT OVERVIEW
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USAGE

Above all, carefully read and follow up the instructions in the user manual!

Can AirProducts be used outside?
When setting up AirProducts outdoors, use a groundsheet to avoid damaging the AirProduct. ATF cannot guarantee the 
integrity of the products on all surfaces and in all environments. Mats left outside unattended or in extreme elements can get 
damaged. Please keep in mind the outside temperature affects the air pressure inside the products. Letting air out in the heat 
and adding air in the cold is required for safety and preventing damage. See our user manual for more info.

Can shoes be worn on AirTracks?
It’s important to remember that our products - like all products - hold up as well as they’re treated. Therefore, we do not 
recommend wearing shoes on our products.

MANUFACTURING

Are you the manufacturer of your AirTracks?
Yes, and we are proud of it! Our products are made of top quality, industrial strength materials that originate from inflatable 
boat production. We use the highest available quality valves, Velcro and other materials. All products are hand-made by 
industry professionals and under-go a strict quality control.

Where are AirTrack Factory products made?
All products are designed & engineered in the Netherlands. They are manufactured and quality controlled in our 100% fully 
owned factory in China. 

What type of quality control steps do you take?
1) All materials are sourced, bought, and controlled by AirTrack Factory. 
2) All mats under-go a multipoint inspection before being shipped out, including: a 16 hour pressure test to ensure airtight 
seals and pre-shipment pictures and videos are made to document each product.
3) AirTracks are individually labeled and documented to monitor and file the complete production process.

What type of material is used to make AirTracks?
We use a material called Double Wall Fabric (DWF) consisting of 2 layers of coated vinyl with thousands of threads connecting 
the two layers. Our proprietary DWF is specially engineered for athletic training - it’s called SportsDWF.

What does your 2 year warranty cover?
Our warranty covers manufacturer defects, non-usage damage to all parts, including seams and surface.

SERVICE AND REPAIR

What if I damage my AirTrack?
If it’s air leaking; don’t worry!  99% of all damages are repaired within 10 mins using our recommended repair materials. We 
have material and instructions ready for you and we’ll assist you in every step of the repair process.

GENERAL

Are you active on social media?
Yes, we are! Follow us on:
Facebook: www.Facebook.com/AirTrackFactory  & www.Facebook.com/GymaidLtd
Instagram: www.instagram.com/airtrack_factory & www.instagram.com/GymaidLtd

I would like to become an AirTrack Factory distributor, what should I do?
Gymaid are the sole UK supplier for AirTrack Factory products but we always welcome sub dealers. If you are interested, please 
send us an email and tell us about your company and we’d be happy to inform you about the possibilities of working together.

ABOUT OUR PRODUCTS

What pressure should I use?
This depends on the product, sports type, skill level and weight of the users. Always use enough pressure not to bottom out 
and refill before every new training session. Check our user manual or our website for recommended pressure levels.

Is there a chance of damaging an AirTrack by over pressurising it?
No, the extreme pressure needed to actually damage an AirTrack cannot be reached with the blowers we supply nor the 
exercises you would do on it.

24	Hours	after	inflation	the	AirTrack	is	not	hard	enough	anymore,	do	I	need	to	repair	this?
AirTracks are not designed to maintain their pressure overnight. Because of differences in temperature, they lose a bit of air. 
For safety reasons always adjust the pressure before training. When you have doubts, please contact us for a professional 
opinion.

What is the lifespan or your products?
Obviously this will depend on how, and in what frequency the products are used. A lifespan of more than 7 years is definitely 
not uncommon.

What guarantees do you give on your products?
We give 2 years guarantee on our products.

What	is	the	difference	between	these	AirTracks	and	the	old	tumbling	tracks?
The new generation AirTracks from the AirTrack Factory are airtight. You do not need an expensive, big, noisy blower. A small 
hand-blower is enough to inflate even the biggest AirTracks within 4 minutes. Also, our new generation AirTracks only have 
60% of the weight in comparison to the old tumbling tracks.

How much do your mats weigh?
There’s a slight difference between the different thicknesses but, as a rule of thumb, they weigh approx. 3 kg per square meter.

F R E Q U E N T L Y  A S K E D  Q U E S T I O N S

FAQ

http://www.airtrackfactory.com/docs/ATF_user_manual.pdf
http://www.airtrackfactory.com/docs/ATF_user_manual.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/AirtrackFactory
https://www.facebook.com/GymaidLtd
http://www.instagram.com/airtrack_factory
http://www.instagram.com/GymaidLtd
http://www.AirTrackFactory.com/docs/ATF_user_manual.pdf
http://www.airtrackfactory.com


F A C E B O O K
@ A I R T R A C K F A C T O R Y 

+  @ G Y M A I D L T D
Make sure to check out our Facebook pages (AirtrackFactory & UK 

representatives Gymaid) to stay up to date with our latest promotions and 
updates! 

We also post and repost photos and videos, so make sure to tag us in your 
AirTrack photos and videos!

I N S T A G R A M
@ A I R T R A C K _ F A C T O R Y

+  @ G Y M A I D L T D
We love social media and we make sure to upload content on our Instagram 
pages. We also love to watch user made content on social media! It’s amazing 

to see how users end up leveling up using our products. If you have or use 
our products, show us using #AirTrackFactory & #Gymaid and we might 

just share your content!

http://www.Facebook.com/GymaidLtd
https://www.instagram.com/gymaidltd/?hl=en


CONTACT
Gymaid Ltd
Jumpers Rebound Centre
Mill Road, Gillingham
Kent, ME7 1HN 

Tel.    0845 230 3036
E-mail    info@gymaid.com
Web    www.gymaid.com

please note calls to our 0845 number cost 7p per 

minute plus you phone company’s access charge

mailto:info%40gymaid.com?subject=Enquiry%20from%202016-2017%20catalogue
http://www.gymaid.com
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